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ABSTRACT 
Biometrics is the progress of arithmetical and statistical methods appropriate to data psychoanalysis evils in the 

biological sciences. It is a new method of verify authenticity. Biometrics uses biological personality or behavioral 

uniqueness to identify an individual. A Biometrics system is actually a prototype acknowledgment system that 

utilizes a variety of patterns like iris patterns, retina patterns and biological character like fingerprints, facial 

geometry, voice gratitude and hand appreciation etc. What makes Biometrics really striking is the fact that the 

various safety codes like the passwords and the PIN can be interchanged between people but the physiological traits 

can’t be. 

 

Keywords: Transient, Fin, Conduction, Natural Convection, Finite element technique 

I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Biometrics is a Greek word and mixture of two words Bio and Metrics. Bio cruel life and Metrics mean the quantity. 

Biometrics term generally refers to the study of people’s biological physiognomies. Now biometric technology is 

widely used for a single person documentation and safety. We can use biometrics finger perusingtechnique for the 

employee presence management system. Now day’s biometric time attendance system are flattering popular to 

achieve attendance system. Biometric attendance system everything quite efficiently and stop buddy stamping. Like 

the traditional card transaction and pin passwords approaches you don’t necessity to bring card and recollect 

passwords. 

 

II. MATERIALS & METHODS 
 

Biometric finger print scanner system works very professionally and rapidly as you can read in below designated 

steps. For documentation process a biometric physiological finger Scanner works on two elementary principles.  

 First, it receipts an image of a finger. 

 Then finger scanner except specific appearances of every unique finger and saved in the form of biometric 

translate key. 

 Actually finger print scanner never saves images of a finger only sequence of binary code for confirmation 

purpose. 

 
 No one can change the algorithm into an image so it is completely impossible to identical your finger prints 

so no need to concern about it. 
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 Secondly the biometric attendance scheme regulates whether the pattern of ridges and valleys in this image 

matches the pattern of edges and vales in pre-scanned images. 

 So now fingerprint scanner is occupied and you can easily manage employee’s attendance and every 

feature connected to time 

 

Biometric functionality 
Proper biometric use is very request dependent. Certain biometrics will be better than others based on the required 

levels of convenience and security.
[9]

 No single biometric will meet all the requirements of every possible 

application.
[8]
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Username or ID number (e.g. PIN) to designate which template should be used for contrast. 'Positive recognition' is 

a common use of the verification mode, "where the purpose is to avoidcompound people from using the same 

individuality". 

  

Second, in documentation mode the system performs a one-to-many assessmentin contradiction of a biometric 

database in an effort to establish the identity of an unknown discrete. The system willembellishment in identifying 

the separate if the comparison of the biometric example to a template in the database falls within a beforehand set 

threshold. Documentation mode can be used either for 'positive recognition' (so that the user does not have to deliver 

any information about the template to be used) or for 'negative recognition' of the being "where the system founds 

whether the person is who she (implicitly or explicitly) denies to be”. The latter function can only be attained 

through biometrics since other approaches of personal recognition such as passwords, PINs or answers are unfertile.  

 

The first time an split uses a biometric system is called enrollment. During the enrollment, biometric info from an 

individual is captured and stored. In succeeding uses, biometric information is distinguished and associated with the 

information deposited at the time of enrollment. Note that it is critical that storage and repossession of such systems 

themselves be protected if the biometric system is to be vigorous. The first block (antenna) is the interface between 

the physical world and the system; it has to acquire all the compulsory data.Most of the times it is an image ability 

system, but it can change giving to the characteristics anticipated. The second block achieves all the necessary pre-

processing: it has to eliminateartifacts from the sensor, to improve the input (e.g. removing background noise), to 

use some caring of normalization, etc. In the third block necessary features are extract. This step is an important step 

as the correct topographyneeds to be detached in the optimal way. A vector of numbers or an image with specific 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biometrics#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biometrics#cite_note-Jain2-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biometrics#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biometrics#cite_note-Jain2-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Biometric_system_diagram.png
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properties is used to create a template. A template is a fusion of the relevant characteristics extracted as of the 

source. Elements of the biometric measurement that are not used in the comparison algorithm are discarded in the 

template to reduce the filesize and to protect the identity of the enrollee.  

 

During the staffingstage, the template is simply dumped somewhere (on a card or within a database or both). 

Throughout the corresponding phase, the obtained template is accepted to a matcher that connections it with other 

standing templates, resembling the aloofness between them using any algorithm (e.g. Hamming distance). The 

corresponding program will analyze the template with the contribution. This will then be output for any quantified 

use or strength of mind (e.g. entrance in a constrained area).  

 

Selection of biometrics in any practical application conditional upon the characteristic ability and user supplies.In 

selecting a particular biometric, factors to consider include, performance, social tolerability, ease of circumvention 

and/or spoofing, robustness, population coverage, size of equipment needed and identity theft deterrence. Selection 

of a biometric based on user requirements considers sensor and device ease of use, computational time and 

reliability, cost, sensor size and power consumption. 

 

Fingerprint: every user has its unique pattern on her hand. These patterns are effectively used in many applications. 

This is very old method but very used. These techniques are based on two categories, minutiae-based and connection 

based. 

 

Face retrieval systems: this technique is based in the face ID. Computer record the still image of the face and keep in 

the database and next time it identifies the face. They are use in examination computers or human interface 

computers. 

 

Hand geometry: this method uses the shape of the body part like hand. This is not sole. They are usually used for 

frequent recognition. 

 

Retina and iris recognition:  this is very not often in fact of that truth that retina is unique but also it is less used. It 

requires proper light at the black spot. They are usually used by armed. 

 

Whereas In few places they use multi- scansystem like fingerprinting with eye scanjointly. They are used in heavy 

systems like super computers for security reason and by defense. 

 

III. LIMITATIONS 

 
1. It will shape the eye & not applicable to eye challenge people. 

2. The properties can be distorted if any eye injure occurred. 

3. If retina has changed followed by it may not be valid. 

 

Evaluation: The uniqueness of eyes, even among the left and right eye of the same person, makes iris scan very 

powerful for ID purposes. The chance of a false positive is extremely low and its relative speed and smoothness of 

use make it a great potential biometric. The only drawbacks are the potential difficulty in getting someone to hold 

their skull in the right spot for the scan if they be not doing the scan willingly. It also takes up a bit extra memory for 

the data to be stored, but with the advances in skill, this is unlikely to cause any major complexity. 

 

IV. ADVANTAGES of IRIS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM 

 
1. The system involve no lasers, bright lights, or any harmful technology at all. It's as safe to use as any video 

camera. 

2. An award engaging access manage system. 
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3. Has no condition or costs for cards or PIN's. 

4. Is more correct than DNA corresponding. No recordinstance of a false accept. 

5. Has a very small proof size (Iris Code 512 bytes). 

6. Uses ID, (one too many) not confirmation (one to one) matching 7) Is non-contact. Works with glasses, 

caring clothing, safety shields and contact lenses. 

7. Images the iris which is stable over life. One enrollment only. 

8. Is non-invasive and non-contact. 10) Usestape based technology. 

9. Has very fast database matching (match rates in excess of 100,000 per second achieved on a standard PC). 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
In order to avoid all the wrong activities and fraud activities and for Anti-terrorism, we should use Iris technology. 

The uniqueness of eyes, even between the left and correct eye of the same person, makes iris scanning very powerful 

for ID purposes. The probability of a false optimistic is very low and its relative speed and ease of use make it a 

great potential biometric. Iris reader use built-in countermeasures that make them virtually not possible to fake or 

spoof. It is the totally genius and unique skill in order to avoid crime activities and to attain more and more security.  
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